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Тhe тесhanisт of weak 10calization of re1ative1y fast e1ectrons scattered with а Г1хед епеф 
10ss from disordered media is examined. Тhe main focus of this paper is (о put forward ап 
exp1anation why coherent enhancement of e1ectron scattering in the ine1astic-scattering channe1 
takes р1асе at ang1es wblch differ from 1Г. А simp1illed kinematic mоде1 is proposed 10 determine 
the basic properties of the weak loca1ization of e1ectrons in the ine1astic scattering channe1. Тhe 
mоде1 reproduces easily the range of scattering angles tyPica1 of the weak localization of electrons 
with а Г1хед епеф loss. Тhe procedure does по! require calculation of the contribution from the 
crossed diagrarns. Тhe results agree with those Ьзseд оп the dynamical theory associaled with the 
ca1culation of the crossed anд ladder diagmrns. 11 is possibIe to follow the transition from the 
new tyPe of weak localization to the ordinary weak localization with decreasing епеф loss. Тhe 
пеw-tуРе weak localization is in agreement with the regular weak localization if the energy loss 
is approximately equal to 1Ье energy of ап optica1 phonon. 

. 1. INТRODUCТION 

The weak localization of conduction electrons апд backscattering enhancement of classical 
waves in disordered media have Ьееп studied extensively during the Iast few decades (зее, for 
ехатрlе [1-9]). The two рЬепоmепа, which are connected with the constructive interference 
of random wave fields, are closely related to еасЬ other. In the case of conduction electrons, 
coherent quantum mechanical backscattering сап ье regarded as а precursor of the ехропепНа! 
localization. It gives rise to а variety of quantum transport рЬепоmепа, particularly to the 
logarithmic increase in the resistance of metallic films with decreasing temperature which 
approaches absolute zero. In the сазе of electromagnetic waves and other classical fields, weak 
localization manifests itself in the enhancement of scattering in а narrow angular сопе of width 
оп the order of l/(kl) < 1 in the backward direction (k is the electron wave vector or the 
wave vector of а classical wave, anд 1 is the mеап free path). 

Now we observe а partial shift of interest in the studies of weak localization from 
the problems of electron conductivity or elastic backscattering of light to new domains 
associated with the electron motion in disordered media. The discovery ofuniversal conduction 
fluctuations has shifted the interest from average values of physical quantities to their variance 
апд to the behavior of separate groups of electrons with ftxed епефез. Another point of interest 
is associated with the dissipation effects, Ьесаuзe the inelastic scattering lеadз to the 1088 of 
phase memory of the wave function and suppresses the weak 10calization and the resistance 
fluctuations. 

Finally, coherent phenomena are also of interest in the scattering of external particles (зисЬ 
as electrons) with а ftxed energy incident оп disordered samples. In contrast 10 electronic 
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measurements which сап оnlу measure the conductance of а system, experiments with the 
beams of intermediate-energy electrons have the advantage of measuring the angular and energy 
spectra of electrons for ап experimental realization. In [10-12], the weak localization of external 
electrons (with energies from tens to thousands of electronvolts) has Ьееп studied. Neutrons 
have also Ьееп the subject of such а consideration [13]. According to those studies, coherent 
phenomena сап ье observed in the elastic backscattering of electrons, in spite of sufficient1y 
high energies of external electrons. 

In contrast with the scattering of electromagnetic waves, the interaction of ап external 
energetic electron with а disordered medium leads, with high probability, to inelastic scattering. 
Тhe effects of inelastic processes оп the conductivity under weak localization have Ьееп studied 
extensively (for ехатрlе, see [1,2]). We now see а new wave of this activity. Опе method 
of treating inelastic processes when they occur оnlу in ап electron reservoir (coupled to а 
device without inelastic processes) was developed in [14,15] and elsewhere subsequent1y. Тhe 
quantum kinetic equation, which сап ье employed for describing quantum transport, has 
Ьееп derived under the assumption that the inelastic scattering is caused Ьу noncorrelated 
point scatterers [16]. Much attention has Ьееп given to the effect of inelastic scattering оп 
the observed coherent phenomena like the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations [17], conductance 
fluctuations [18,19], persistent current [20], resonance behavior of the conductance [21], 
conductance of а disordered linear chain [22], and destruction ofweak 10calization in inelastic 
scattering of particles [23]. We also point out ап elegant experimental study [24], in which 
the authors tried to use the weak 10calization as а thermometer. Some studies are devoted to 
the effect of dissipation оп the 10calization of classical fields. The reflection and transmission 
coefficients in the presence of absorption under the 10calization of classical fields have Ьееп 
considered in [25]. The effect of absorption оп the wave transport has Ьееп studied in [26-35]. 
In тanу cases the absorption has Ьееп introduced as а uniform imaginary energy part. Тhe 
common feature of those studies is that inelastic scattering destroys the phase тетосу and 
forbids the quantum interference effect. 

In some cases, however, the inelastic processes do not lead to а phase тетосу 10ss. А 
уесу simple ехатрlе was considered recent1y [36]. In that study the authors demonstrated the 
effect in which the electron-photon interaction in а ballistic microstructure plays the same role 
as the impurity scattering in disordered media. In the presence of ап external electromagnetic 
field all relevant photons are coherent, and spatial interference in electron-photon scattering 
becomes allowed, despite the inelastic nature of the collisions. The electrons do not соирlе to 
а large number of degrees of freedom, and their phase тетосу is preserved. Тhe interference 
effects are, therefore, certainly possible in the system, еуеп though the electron scattering is 
inelastic. 

1he quantum interference сап occur еуеп if an electron undergoes а single inelastic 
scattel'ing WhiIe interacting with ап incoherent electromagnetic field. Вecause of а single 
inelastic collision, the electron loses а fixed energy, hw, and finds itselfin the so-called inelastic
scattering channel. The energy of this electron is different from the energy of the incident 
particles. It сап escape the medium and then ье detected. In addition to the single inelastic 
collision, the electron should undergo at least опе elastic scattering before it leaves the medium 
through the same surface through which it penetrates the medium. There are two ways to 
rea1ize this process, since it сап either start or end with ап inelastic collision. The interference 
of electron waves associated with these complementary processes has Ьееп proved [37,38] to 
ье constructive. It manifests itself in the enhancement of ele~tron scatteripg through ап angle 
which differs from 1Г" Тhe difference of this angle [roт 1г тау ье considerable .. The new 
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coherent phenomenon is called «а new (or different) type of weak localization». 
The ratio 'У / i..V <. 1 (where 'У is the particle collision frequency, and hv; is the particle 

energy 10ss) has Ьееп considered in [37-39]. Recently, the opposite limiting case 'Y/i..V > 1, 
which is closer to the usual weak localization О.е., weak 10calization in the elastic-scattering 
channel), has Ьееп considered in [40,41]. In both cases the new type of weak 10calization 
appears to ье clearly observable. 

The main difference between the ordinary and the new weak 10calization is the typical 
electron scattering angle. The angular distribution of particles and radiation undergoing weak 
10calization in а disordered medium сап ье found Ьу calculating the contribution of the crossed 
(or so-called «fan») diagrarns into ап electron (radiation) cross section or density matrix. 
However, it is also useful to have а simple physical model explaining why coherent phenomena 
are particularly pronounced in particle scattering at certain angles. This approach is clear and 
enables us to evaluate the scattering angles without calculating the crossed diagrarns. The main 
goal of the present article is to find the physical interpretation of the fact that constructive 
interference of the new weak 10calization is pronounced at scattering angle~ different from 1Г. 

In the case of the ordinary weak localization, there is а particular simple graphic 
method [2,42], which provides insight into the phenomenon and which explains why the angle 
1г is specific for the regular weak localization. This method takes into account that an electron 
with а momentum k is scattered via two complementary зепез of intermediate scattering states 

'1 '1_ "" 11 11_ k-k1-k2 - ••• -I<._1-kn --k and k-k1 -k2 - ••• -k.,-l-kп--k 
into the -k state. The momentum changes are ql, q2, ... ,qn-l, qn for the first series, and 
qn, qn-l,· .. ,Q2, Ql for the second опе. The amplitudes in the final state -k are identical, 
А' = А" = А, and interfere constructively. Тhis is because the complementary scattering 
series have the same momentum changes in opposite sequences. 

The weak localization of electrons in the inelastic-scattering channel increases the electron 
scattering cross section at scattering angles different [roт 1Г. Moreover, the effect is pronounced 
in а considerably wider range of angles than for the localization in the elastic-scattering channel. 
In this article we show that there exists а simple kinematic method which reproduces the range 
of scattering angles typical of the new type of weak 10calization. We explain the mechanism 
of particle 10calization with а flXed energy 10ss. The results obtained in the framework of 
our kinematic approach are compared with those based оп the exact dynamical theory. The 
scattering angles typical of coherent scattering and calculated in the kinematic and dynamical 
approaches are in good agreement. 

We shall also show that the localization of the new type tums into ап ordinary 10calization 
in the limit of vanishing flXed energy 1озз. 

2. KINEМATIC APPROACH ТО DESCRIВE ТНЕ FEATURES OF WEAК WCALlZATION 

Let us consider а рroсезз in which the electron moving in а disordered medium undergoes 
elastic collisions and а single inelastic collision. The electron energy is assumed to Ье higher 
than the energies of the conduction electrons. The flXed energy loss hv; of the electron occurs 
due to the inelastic co1lision. There are тапу sources of inelastic scattering, which provide 
а clearly distinguishable energy 10ss, for instance, plasmons and а number of electron atomic 

• transitions. 
In the regular weak localizations and in the new type of weak localizations the interference 

of the electron waves is described Ьу crossed diagrams. In contrast with the ordinary weak 
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!oca!ization, опе of the crossed Iines in the new type of weak !oca!ization corresponds to the 
ine!astic interaction, whi!e the others correspond to e!astic interaction with randomly distributed 
force centers. In accordance with Eq. (18) of [37], the crossed diagrams, together with the 
corresponding !adder diagrams, contribute to the scattering probabiIity factor 

00 

9"(w, х) = (27г)-З J dqi qi щ(qi, W)~(qi, W, х), 
о 

(1) 

where Х is the e!ectron scattering ang!e, щ(qi, w) is the rate ofinelastic scattering accompanied 
Ьу excitation ofthe medium with а momentum qi and energy hw. The function ~ is given Ьу 

Here G(k - qi, Ek - hw) and G(k - Q + qi, Ek) are the e!ectron Green's functions. The 
former describes electron motion between the ine!astic and e!astic scattering events and the 
!atter refers to the process with the opposite sequence of events. Ek and k are the initia! energy 
and momentum of an incident e!ectron, respective!y; Q = qi + qe is the total momentum 
transfer to the medium, and qe corresponds to the e!astic scattering. The integration in Eq. (2) 
is performed over possible orientations of qi. Equation (2) сап ье rewritten in the form 

J 1 
1 1 12 ~(qi, W, х) = dilq . 2/ . + -----:---:---;;-2/-:-::---:-

• vQi - W - hqi 2т - z"{ w - v'Qi - hqi 2т - i"{ 
(3) 

Here we assume that the e!ectron energy is E k = п2 k2 /2т, v and v' are the e!ectron ve!ocities 
in the initial and final states, respective!y, and "( is the e!ectron coIIision frequency. 

The function (3) is convenient for studying the weak !ocalization since it describes the 
propagation of e!ectron waves between collisions. Equation (3) contains three tепns. The 
squared absolute va!ue of the first Green's function gives the contribution of а !adder-type 
diagram and describes the process in which the first coIIision is ine!astic. The squared abso!ute 
va!ue ofthe second Green's function corresponds to а !adder-type diagram for the case in which 
the ine!astic coIIision is the last coIIision. In both cases the expressions are independent of the 
electron-scattering angle, Х = cos- 1(w /vv'). There is also the third term, which contains 
the product of the fim and second Green's functions. It corresponds to the crossed diagrams 
and describes the interference of two e!ectron waves which propagate а!оng the same path in 
opposite directions. The integration over ilqi in this term does not юll the x-dependence that 
describes the weak!ocalization.Тhe function ~ describes it at а flXed length OfQi, while Eq. (1) 
is appropriate if the length of Qi is not flXed. . 

If an inelastic collision occurs between two e!astic collisions, the weak localization does 
not exist [38]. It was a!so shown [38] that elastic mu!tiple scattering at arbitrary angles does 
not change the angu!ar dependence deterrnined Ьу the functions ~ and 9". 

The sqщued abso!ute value of the first Green's function in Eq. (3) at sma1l "( сап ье 
represented in the form 

1 
1 12 1г 

Е Et. hw' ~ -п ,Б(Еk - Et.-Qi - hw). 
k - -qi - - Z"{ "{ 

(4) 
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The squared absolute value of the second Green's function in Eq. (3) сап ье written similarly. 
The term in the integrand of Eq. (3) which describes the interference has the form 

1 1 
...,....--------,-.,..-----....,...+ (5а) 
(Ek-E,,_q, -nl.J.J-i''l) (Ek-Ek- Q+q; +i"l) (Ek-E"_Q+Q, -i"l) (Ek-Ek-q; -nl.J.J+i''l) . 

It is evident that the ratio of Eq. (5а) to Eq. (4) is proportional to the small quantity "1. We 
сап assume, therefore, that the frequency "1 in the denominators of Eq. (5а) is (as а. first 
approximation) ап infinitesimal quantity. This enables us to rewrite Eq. (5а) in the form 

i1ГО(Еk-Еk_Q+q,>] + 

i1Го(Еk-Еk_q, -hi.J.J)] . (5Ь) 

An estimate reveals that in Eq. (5а) the ratio ofthe terms containing the productoftwo delta 
functions to the terms which contain the principal values is 

nl.J.J k 
(6) 

Here qc is the maximum momentum qi (for example, the cutoffplasmon momentum). As long 
as k » qc, the contribution ofthe product ofthe delta functions is dominant. Тhis means that 
although the quantum transport generally (and the weak 10ca1ization specifically) occurs due 
to such electron coJJisions at which everynext scattering begins before the endof the previous 
опе, weak localization permits (to the first approximation) а physical interpretation, which starts 
fют the analysis of the consequences of the simultaneous satisfaction of the two conditions, 

(7) 

These conditions соте from the two delta functions and have the mеaning of energy momentum 
conservation. An analysis based оп Eqs. (7) is called the kinematic method in the theory of 
weak localization. 

Вelow we compare the results ofthe kinematic analysis with the so-called dynamic results of 
the exact theory. We shall prove that the kinematic approach reproduces the anguljir properties 
of the weak locaIization with fairly good accuracy. 

Let us rewrite Eqs. (7) in the form 

(8) 

(9) 

and show that the vectors qi and Че, the momentum transfers during the inelastic and elastic 
coJJisions, are reciprocal orthogonal vectors. 

Subtracting Eq. (8) from Eq. (9), we have 

(k - k')(k + k') = (qi - qe)(2k - qi - Че)' 

Рroт Eq. (9) we obtain q; = 2kqe' Since Q = k - k' = Qi + Че, we obtain 

2k(Q - Qi - Че) = Q2 - qt - q;. 
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Fig. 1. Кinematic diagram ofthe sequence of 
events which give rise to а weak 10ca1ization 

Since Q = qi + qe, we obtain Q2 = q; + q;. Therefore, 

qiqe = о. (12) 

Let us now represent graphically the sequence of events which give rise to а new type of 
weak 10calization. The circles in рщ. 1 have the radii R = k and R' = k' = J k2 - 2mh -1 w, 
respectively. The radii coincide with the lengths of the electron wave vectors in the initial and 
final states. Let us first consider the сзse in which the first collision is elastic. For brevity, we 
denote this process as (m,k'IHiGHeln,k). Here т and n correspond to the initial and final 
states of the medium. The end of the vector qe, the momentum transfer during the elastic 
scattering (which тау involve multiple elastic scattering), touches the circle R , so that the 
electron wave vector becomes equal to kl as а result of elastic scattering. The following event of 
the scattering is ап inelastic collision with а momentum transfer qj, and the condition qiqe = О 
is satisfied. The vector qi connects the end of the vector k l with the point А оп the circle 
R' = k' (where the end of the vector k' rests). The energy of the final state electron is lower 
Ьу hw than the епещу of the initial state. 

In the complementary scattering process (т, k'IHeGHiln, k) the particle first loses its 
energyand only then undergoes the elastic scattering. The interference between two realizations 
of the scattering process is etfective if the wave vectors transferred during inelastic scattering 
in each realization are parallel and if they have the sзте lengths. Therefore, the momentum 
transfer q~ in the event of inelastic scattering in the process (т, k'IHeGHiln, k) is shown with 
the segment that connects the end of the vector k and the point В оп the circle R' = k', where 
the vector q~ is perpendicular to the vector qe. The vector q~ in the process under consideration 
is shown with the segment АВ. The vectors qe and qi in the process (m,k'IHiGHeln,k) and 
the vectors q~ and q~ in the process (m,k'IHeGHiln,k) convert the vector k to k'. 

As сап ье seen from Fig. 1, there is the other set of vectors qi, qe and q~, q~. In this сзsе qi 
connects the point С (at the end of k') with the end of kl . The segment С D and the segment 
joining the point D and the end of k define q~ and q~. 

As а rule, the two sets of solutions, which correspond to the segments АВ and С D, cannot 
Ье realized simultaneously. It is obvious that а solution concemed with the existence of the 
segment С D corresponds to the length qi, 

qi = Jk2 - (qe/2)2 + Jk12 - (qe/ 2)2, 
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апд to the electron-scattering angle, 

_ 7t + . -1 (qe ) + . -1 ( q. ) 
х - '2 s10 2k s10 2k" 

so that 1Г/2:::; х:::; 1Г. 
Therefore, 

qt = k2 + k,2 + 2kk' sinX, (13) 

2 _ (2kk' cos х)2 
qe - k2 + k,2 + 2kk' sinx' (14) 

It is evident that qi / qe > 1, ап inequality that is difficult to realize. For example, in the case 
ofplasmon excitations there is а cutoffvector qi = qic = wVpl (where VF is the electron Fermi 
velocity) , and the probability of plasmon excitation with qi > qic is zero. In other cases of 
inelastic scattering the processes with small momentum transfers are a1so probable. However, 
when taking the limit of the ordinary weak 10calization (k' --+ k), the solution of Eqs. (13) 
and (14) сопеsропds to the сопесt description of the process. When the ratio n"", / Е is small, 
we have 

(15) 

and Х --+ 1г as N"", --+ О. 

When we consider the new type of weak localization, the solution associated with small 
momentum transfers ql is realized. In this case the interference conforms to the rectangle with 
the vortices ABLM. According to Fig. 1, the dependence ofthe length ofthe vector ql оп Х 
has the [олn 

and 

х = sin- I (q. ) + sin- I (!!!-) 
2k 2k' . 

From Eqs. (16) and (17) we obtain 

We see from Eq. (19) that 

2 _ (2kk' sin х)2 
qe - k2 + k,2 + 2kk' cos Х ' 

2т"", 

qi = n:-y'r.k~2=+=k:=':;::2 =+=:2~k=:=k=:=' c=o=s=X . 

k2 + k,2 ш2 

cosx = - 2kk + --2' , vv'Qi 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

This expression determines the electron-scattering angle under weak 10ca1ization at different 
values of qi, the inelastic momentum transfer. 
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If k - k' « k, then 

2Ц./2 
cosX=-I+-- or 

v2q; 
х .Ц./ 

cos- =-. 
2 Vqi 

It is convenient to rewrite them as 

х = 2cos- 1 (~) . 
vqi 

(21) 

Ifthe electron scattering excites the electromagnetic waves (longitudinal or transverse), Eq. (21) 
сап ье interpreted as the condition ofthe electron scattering through the double Cerenkov аnglе. 
This circumstance was pointed out in [37]. 

Тhere is а top value of the vector Че (this vector is represented Ьу the dashed Нпе М Р) 
at which the vector Qi drawn from the point F perpendicularly to the segment М F ceases to 
cross the inner circle. Accordingly, it is impossible to expect the new type ofweak.localization 
to ье at electron-scattering angles close to 7r. We see from the geometric consideration that 
the top scattering angle is 

-1 ( hLIJ) Хо = 7r - cos 1 - 2Е . (22) 

Therefore, we obtain 

(23) 

Тhe new type of weak localization takes place only if qi < QiO. • 

Now we сап determine the range of scattering angles of the electrons that undergo weak. 
10calization for different types of medium excitations. When а bulk plasmon is excited and its 
wave vector is in the range 

ц./р ц./р - < Qi < Qc =-, 
v VF 

the coherent phenomena at electron scattering occur at 

(24) 

The rangе ofwave vectors ofthe transverse electromagnetic waves (at the Cerenkov excitation) 
is 

ц./ ц./ 

- < Qi < -..;t. 
V с 

Тhe most intense scattering will then occur in the range of scattering angles 

0< Х < 2cos-1 (V~) . 
In the case of excitation and ionization of atoms [37] we have 
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Fig. 2. Three-dimеnsiопaI diagram of 
the realization of constructive interference 

where Z is the atomic number, and dж тn is the rnatrix element of the atomic dipole for 
excitation from the ground state n to the upper state m. Тherefore, the coherent pheilOmena 
at electron scattering will ье pronounced at 

2 -1 ("-'\dж тn\) X~ COS r.7' 
evvZ 

(26) 

For ап optical-phonon excitation, the weak 10calization is effective when 

"-' h ../2m,,-, h 
-;- < qi < k Р «\G\ 

(G is the reciprocallattice vector). ТЬе appropriate range of the electron-scattering ang1es is 

0< х < 2cos- 1 ( ../h"-'/4E) . (27) 

Until now we have assumed that every vector in Fig. llies in the same рlапе. However, 
the vector qi, which is perpendicular to qe does not necessarily lie in the рlапе ofthe vectors k 
and qe' If the vectors qi, qe, q~, q~, k, and k' are situated as shown in Fig. 2, the complementary 
scattering processes will ье accompanied Ьу а constructive interference. In this case the ends 
of the vectors qi and q~ are situated оп the circles fonned Ьу intersection of the inner sphere 
R' = k' and the planes which are perpendicular to qe and pass through the points L and М. 
Тhe vectors qi and q~ [оnn the «fan» 

,,-,.;2 . [ffm,,-, ] -/1 < qi < mю -2-,qi та", . 
V -cosx h 

(28) 

Instead of Ц. (15) in this case we have 

1 (hc..J)2 cosX=-I+ -
8 [(2k/qe)2 - 1] соsф Е ' 

(29) 

where Ф is the azimuthal angle (in the plane perpendicular to k) between the vectors k' and 
qe' Although the kinernatic diagram of the realization of effective interference is now three
dimensional, our conclusions about the interference mechanism and about the features of 
electron-scattering angles rernain valid. 
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3. DYNAМICAL APPROACH FOR ТНЕ DESCRIPl10N 
OF ТНЕ NEW ТУРЕ OF WEAК LOCALIZATION 

AIthough the description of weak localization requires, first of all, the contribution from 
the poles of the Green's functions in Eq. (3), the contribution from the principal value rnight 
modify the results of the previous section. In addition, we shall consider the uncertainty of the 
radii of the spheres in Figs. 1 and 2 due to the image potentia1 of the medium. The uncertainty 
is '" ~ J2ffiU'[2hVE]-1 , where и' is the image potential mentioned аЬоуе. 

Moreover, the momentum transfer qi usually is not flXed in experiments. Hence we should 
perform integration over qi. It is convenient to introduce the function 

k+k' 

J dqj q;Wj(qi, r.v)Э'с(qi, r.v, Х) 

м(х) = _o-'--k+-k-' --------

J dqi q;щ(qi, r.v)Э' L(qi, r.v) 
о 

(30) 

which is called the degree of coherency. Equations (12), (18), and (19) in [37] clarify the 
definition of м(х). In Eq. (30) Wi(qi, r.v) is the rate of excitation of а state with energy hr.v 
and momentum qi. 

The functions Э' с and Э' L occur due to the crossed and ladder diagrarns; and they are 
defined as 

(31) 

Э'L(qi,r.v)=/dQq{ 1 2 + 1 2 }. 
(vqi - r.v - hqU2m) +,2 (r.v - vQi - hqU2m) +,2 

(32) 

Here the damping is , = ",v. 
То analyze the weak localization during excitation of the long-wavelength medium states, 

e.g., of plasmons or optical phonons, it is convenient to write Wi(qi, r.v) as follows: 

щ(qi, w) = :Т(r.v)qi 2 B(qi тах - q;). 

The function :т (r.v) is the long-wavelength limit of the imaginary part of the reverse dielectric 
function of the medium accurate within а constant. The degree of coherency will then ье 

min(k+k' ,Qi ~аж) 

J dqi Э'с(qj,r.v, х) 
м(х) = __ 0'---______ _ 

min(k+k' ,Qi таж) 
(33) 

J dqi Э'L(qi,r.v) 
о 

The function Э' L determines the incoherent part of the electron cross section and takes 
the form 

= ( ) _ 27r {1 [ -1 (vqi + r.v + hqU2m) -1 (vQi - r.v - hQU2m)] + .у L Qi, r.v - - - tg + tg ,Qi V, , 
+ ~, [tg-I (V'Qi + W ~ hQU2m) + tg- I (V'Qi - r.v ~ hQU2m)] } . (34) 
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The coherent part is deternined Ьу 

(35) 

where ::У( v, v', 1.1), I.I)c, х, qд has the [оnn 

(36) 

Here I.I)c = 1.1) - i,,/. 
The position of the angular features of the interference part in the electron cross section 

is mainly detennined Ьу zeros of the function ::У. The equation ::У = О has two roots: 

2 _ 81.1)~ [[п']2 + (11,1.1) /т)2] (у + у,)-2 
(qi)\ - 2 -/ ' 

[п']2 + 211, I.I)l.I)cm-2 + [п']4 + 411,1.1)c(I.I) -l.I)с)m-2[vv']2 
(37) 

2 _ 2т [п']2 + 2h21.1)1.I)cm-2 + -/[п']4 + 4hl.l)c(I.I) - I.I)c)m-2[vv']2 
(q,)2 - 11" (у + у')2 (38) 

We сап associate these roots with the value qi defined Ьу Eq. (19). The association is clearly 
seen in the limit of,,/ -+ о. In this case I.I)c -+ 1.1), and from Eq. (37) we obtain 

21.1) 
(39) 

Equation (39) coincides with Eq. (19). This means that the kinematic approach yields а 
reasonably good ассurасу. 

In the same approximation Eq. (38) yields 

qi2 = 
k4 + k,4 - 2k2k,2 cos 2х 

k2 + k,2 + 2kk' cosx . 
(40) 

From Eqs. (40), (18), and (19) we see the sum oJ Eq. (18) and the squared Eq. (19) is equal 
to the squared right-hand side of Eq. (40). Therefore, Eq. (40) corresponds to the case where 
qi = Q. This solution is not significant for the new type of weak localization . 

. Since the equations are rather complicated and do not give а transparent insight into the 
dependence of the electron cross section оп the various parameters, we present the theoretical 
features in Figs. 3-6 for а few typical cases. 

Figure 3 shows М(х) for the plasmon excitation in metals. Every curve shows а clearly 
defined slope. The nature of the sharp decrease has Ьееп explained in Sec. 2 оп the basis 
of Eq. (22). In the case of а particular excitation the condition (22) might undergo some 
change. ТЬе dynamical approach takes into account these changes. In the particular case 
of the bulk plasmon excitation the change сап Ье described in terms of the Cerenkov and 
bremsstrablung generation of plasmons. The weak localization takes place when the plasmon 
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Fig. 3. Degree of coherency versus electron
scattering angle for plasmon excitation. Тhe 
sharp decrease of the curves is due to 
the absence of the Cerenkov generation of 
plasmons. Тhe ditference in the degree of 
coherency from zero at angles which Не in 
the range from 2 cOS-I(VF /v) ир to 7г is due 
to the finiteness of '"у and the contribution 
from the principal value in Eq. (5Ь). hw = 
= 10 еУ, и' = 1 еУ. Curve 1 corresponds 
to Е = 200 еУ, 2 - 300 еУ, 3 - 400 еУ, 

4 - 500 еУ, and 5 - 600 еУ 

Fig. 4. Degree of coherency at ditferent 
values of the energy 108s. Е = 500 еУ, 
и' = 1 еУ. Curve 1 corresponds to 
hw = 2 еУ, 2 - 4 еУ, 3 - 8 еУ, and 

4-12 еУ 

generation mechanism differs only slightly from the Cerenkov mechanism. ТЬе absence of the 
Cerenkov generation of plasmons at 

implies that at these angles the new type of weak localization is suppressed. ТЬе difference in 
the cross sections from zero at the angles which Ие in the range from 2COS-1(VF/V) ир to 11" 

is due to the finiteness of'"Y and the contribution from the principal value in Eq. (5Ь). 
Figure 4 shows the plot of М(х) versus the energy loss due to the plasmon excitation. 

With ап increase in 1u.,;p, the peak position shifts to smaller Х. If1u.,; = 2 еУ, the constructive 
interference takes place at Х m = 1500. If 1u.,; = 4 е У, we Ьауе Х m = 1200. These results agree 
with Eq. (21) which was obtained from а kinematic analysis. 

ТЬе curves м(х) depend a1so оп the image potential. As shown in Fig. 5, а considerable 
decrease in the degree of coherency at Х = 11" О.е., in the range of bremsstrablung plasmon 
generation) takes place ир to 'у /UJ = 0.5. Оnlу at '"у /UJ ~ 1 the angu1ar dependence begins to 
smooth out when Х "" 2cos-1(UJ/VQi)' In that case it looks like а peak оп the curve М(х). 
With ап increase in '"У, it shifts to Х = 11". 

Figure 6 shows а theoretical curve М (х) for excitation of polar optical рЬопоns. Weak 
localization associated with this excitation corresponds to curve 5. We зssuте that 1u.,;ph = 
= 0.05 еУ. Other curves correspond to hUJph larger than for ordinary optica1 рЬопоns. These 
curves show а variation of М(х) when the energy loss increases from рЬопоп to plasmon losses. 
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the degree 
of coherency оп the image potentiaI. 
Е = 500 еУ, hw = 10 еУ. Curve J 
corresponds to и' = 1 еУ, 2 - 3 еУ, 
3 - 5 еУ, 4 - 8 еУ, and 5 - 10 еУ 

Fig. 6. Degree of соЬесепсу for 
quasielastic scattering. Е = 500 еУ, 
и' = 1 еУ. Curve J corresponds to 
hw = 2 еУ, 2 - 1.0 еУ, 3 - 0.5 еУ, 

4 - 0.2 еУ, and 5 - 0.05 еУ 

At "hw < 0.5 еУ, the width of the coherent peak at Х ~ 7г is equal to 150 and it does not get 
папоwеr with а further decrease of hы. This means that the weak localization of an electron 
during e1astic scattering does not differ поНсеаЫу from the new type ofweak localization during 
quasie1astic scattering. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

With а decrease in the energy 10ss, the newtype of weak localization transforms into ап 
ordinary weak localization. The transition is described Ьу tащ into account that the term 
q; 12т in the denorninator of the Green's functions in Eq. (3) is more significant than hы in 
the 1irnit w -+ О. 

We Ьауе mentioned this fact at the end of Sec. 3. Опе сап study the transition further Ьу 
ana1yzing the уалаНоп of the ratio ~ с / ~ L with 2mw / q; at ditferent scattering angles. ТЬе 
transition ofthe ordinary weak localization (i.e., at hы = О) to the пе'" localization (hы =f О) is 
shown in Fig. 7. For examp1e, at 2тwq;2 = 0.8 ап announced maximum occurs for Х ~ 1750. 
The transition seems to take p1ace for those hUJ and qU2m which are 2:: 'У. 

It сап now ье stated with assurance that we Ьауе exp1ained why the ang1es typical ofthe new 
type ofweak localization ditfer from 7Г. The simp1e kinematic approach enables us to estimate 
these ang1es very accurately. The dependence of the ang1es оп the e1ectron energy loss and оп 
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Fig. 7. Transition rate from ordinary 
weak localization to the new type ofweak 
localization. qU2mE = 0.01, qcv/E = 
=0.2, 'У/Е = 0.01. Сшvе 1 refers 
to tUJJ = О, curve 2 сопеsропds to 
'и,,; / Е = 0.002, 3 - 0.004, 4 - 0.006, 
5 - 0.008, 6 - 0.010, 7 - 0.012, 

and 8- 0.014 

other parameters сап ье predicted. Finally, we Ьауе shown that there is по wall between new 
and ordinary weak localizations. ТЬе two рЬепоmеna are two different manifestations of the 
constructive quantum interference of electron waves. 

We thank Prof. О. G. Yakovlev for critical reading of our paper and for helpful advice. 
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